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Bringing together a wide range of classical and contemporary texts, Invitation to Christian

Spirituality: An Ecumenical Anthology addresses the theory and practice of Christian spirituality in

the broadest sense. Arranged chronologically, the selections are drawn from all major Christian

traditions, from Ignatius of Antioch (d. 117) to Desmond Mphilo Tutu, representing distillations from

the formative works of seventy-six great spiritual masters. Issues examined include the church in

the world (Diognetus, Las Casas), purity of intention (Kierkegaard, Phoebe Palmer), prayer (Origen

of Alexandria, Hannah More), religious affectations (Jonathan Edwards, Martin Luther King),

Christian freedom (Augustine, Martin Luther), Christian feminism (Dame Julian, Rosemary Ruether),

and the means of grace (Maximus the Confessor, John Wesley). This timely, eclectic collection

considers not only the mystical and theoretical aspects of Christian spirituality but also its practice;

for example, it includes readings about how to pray as well as notable prayers. Most selections

include autobiographical materials from the authors that set the context for their writings. Opening

with a theological survey of themes in Christian spirituality, this volume also includes a historical and

theological orientation to each major period and a theological/biographical introduction to each

spiritual master. Indexed by person, key word, and Bible references, Invitation to Christian

Spirituality serves as an ideal text for courses in Christian spirituality, history of Christianity, and

introduction to Christianity.
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"An excellent selection of sources--broad, comprehensive, and representative. An ideal text of



readings for a course in the history of Christian spirituality."--Everett Ferguson, Abilene Christian

University"The anthology I've been waiting for--comprehensive, ecumenical, chronological--with

excellent introduction and indices. The best now in print."--Jerry R. Flora, Ashland Theological

Seminary"An excellent collection of source material that can be used to enhance a course on

Christian spirituality, its history, and its impact."--Marygrace Peters, Aquinas Institute of Theology"In

both range and variety, a formidable collection of representative texts from the Christian tradition.

The selections are often long enough to give students a feel for the style and mentality of the author,

which is usually not possible in anthologies as full as this."--Ralph Keen,University of Iowa"A good,

diverse collection. I especially appreciate the chronological organization of the material."--James A.

Patterson, Union University

John R. Tyson is at Houghton College.

third time i bought the book. first copy was given to a friend, the second left behind during travels.

this one i'm keeping for myself.

This book is a larger treatment of Dr. Tyson's theme found in "Faith, Doubt, and Courage"

(Abingdon Press, 2008). Using original sources, the author brings together the thoughts and

theological perspectives of Christian writers from Ignatius of Antioch in the second century to

contemporary theologians such as Thomas Merton, Martin Luther King Jr., and Rosemary Radford

Ruether. The excerpted anthology encourages readers to consider further exploration of ecumenical

influences on today's Christianity.

Although I originally purchased this book for my seminary church history class, I find I won't be

stopping at the required reading. Tyson does an excellent job of giving enough information on each

writer to grasp their beliefs but not enough to bog the reader down in details. Some of his articles

are almost a tease, enticing one to want to read more about those writers. I would strongly

recommend this book to anyone wanting to learn more about their Christian spiritual heritage.

This book will serve to strengthen your life and encourage you in your search for a deeper spiritual

journey. It will give you a great insight into the lives of those who experienced a deep understanding

of their theology.



Great for history of Christianity studies!

superb and unique collection of annotated readings that are historically and spiritually important

Excellent excerpts of religious history - key primary sources already sorted out for you.

Since I have not started class yet I can only reply how quickly I got the book. Later after I start

studying, I might adjust this. Good job.
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